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Research Results

Supernovae and Supernova Remnants

K. Borkowski (post dec on the grant), J. Blondln (post dec), and Sarazin developed
a detailed model for Kepler's supernova remnant (SNR). Observations of this SNR have
revealed a strong interaction with the surrounding clrcumstellar medium, which was studied
through both analytical and numerical (with a 2-D hydro code) calculations.

Borkowski and M. Shull (Univ. of Colorado) continue to investigate effects of electron
thermal conduction on the structure of radiative interstellar shock waves. Their primary
goal is to explain the observed line emission from metal-rich ejecta in superuova remnants,
incorporating up-to-date atomic data.

Chevalier and R. Emmering (a post-dec on the NASA grant) continued their investigation
of light echoes around SN 1987A. Analyzing infrared and scattered circumstellar light echoes,
they used early observations to set limits on the mass of clrcumstellar dust. Early in 1989, a

light echo was observed that w_ sultlciently close to the supernova to suggest a circulnstelJar
(i.e. presupernova mass loss) origin. Chevalier and Emmering found that the echo properties
were consistent with the sJmll created by tim deceleration of tim red supergiant wind by
the surrounding pressure if that pressure is low. More recent observations suggest a more
complicated morphology and it is plausible that winds from nearby early type stars play
a role. In particular, the wind from star 2 may have swept out tile slow wind fiom the
supernova progenitor in our direction.

Chevalier and C. Fransson (Stockholm Observatory) completed work o,, ll,e emissio,L
from heavy element g.'_s ejected in the supernova explosion of massive stars. They assumed
that a radioactive enc,'gy source is present and calculated the detailed heating and ionization
of the gas. At times later than 200 days, the emission is dominated by neutral and singly
ionized lines, the strongest due to [O1], [CaII], Mgl], [CI], and [Sill. The relative and absolute
line strengths depend on both the column densities of the dill'ercnt abundance zones and the
relative abundances within each zone. Reliable modeling requires a k,mwlcdg(' of the density
structure and the degree of clement mixing; emission line profiles are useful for determining
these. Data on the late emission from Type Ib snpernovae suggests that these are the
explosions of massive star cores and are not exploding white dwarfs.

Chevalier investigated tile evolution of supernova remnants in the very higb l)ressvre
environment of a starburst galaxy.

Chevalier modeled tile recently observed increase in radio tlt, x flonl SN 1987A as the
result of the interaction of the supernova shock wave with the termil,ation shock of the wind

from the blue supergiant progenitor star.

Chevalier, Blondin, and Emmering COlnpleted the first part of a study of hydrodynamic
instabilities in supernova rclnnants.

Chevalier and E. Liang (Lawrence Livermore Natl. l,ab.) examined the inte,action of
a massive star supernova with a circumstellar shell resulting from previous mass loss. Self-
sml,lar solutions can describe several aspects of the Ilow. l'he supernova remnant Ca. A is

probably a good example of compact shell interactions. The mode] predicts that tile b,;ght
X-ray and radio ring is shocked d('nse wind g_, and hot, shocked supernova gas is inside ()f
tile ring. Coml)a('t radio sources observed izl N(_;C ,1.1.19 and in tile stmlmrs! nuclei of M82
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and NGC 253 may also be compact shell interaction. Tire model predicts slow expansion
of tire radio sources and tile appearance of new sources with diameters COml_arable to those
of tile present sources. This interpretation requires that tile starburst nuclei have a large
population of massive star supernova progenitors in a blue evolutionary phase. The mode.l
can also be applied to the interaction of SNI987A with its circumstellar shell, expected to
occur within decades.

Chevalier and N. Soker (a post-doc on the grant) calculated models for the expansion of
a supernova envelope like that thought to be present in SNI987A. They showed analytically
that the expanding envelope can be divided into an hmer region with a fiat density profile and
an outer stee !) power law density profile. For SN1987A, tire bend in tire profile occurs at a

velocity of about 4000 km s -l. Polarization and imaging observati¢ms show that the envelope
expansion of SN1987A is asymmetric, so Chevalier and Soker modeled ou asymmetric initial
density distribution or energy deposition. The analytic and numerical calculations show that
the final degree of asymmetry is comparable in magnitude to the initial asymmetry. The
models also show that tile sense of density asymmetry changes across tire bend ill tile density
profile. This accounts for tlre dilDrent polarization angles observed ill the Iio and Ca 1I lilms
by Cropper et al. in June 1987. The cause for tile asylnmetry is uncertain. If the i)rogc||itor
envelope was rotationally flattened, angular momentum transfer from a biuary comt)anion
during tire stellar evolution is probably necessary. An a._.ymmetric initial exl)losion is another
possibility.

gmmering and Chevalier used the observed light curve and temperature evolution, as
well as the theoretically predicted initial ultraviolet burst of SN 1987A to construct nmdels
for the infrared (111) echo alld scattered light echo arising from circumstellar dust fo,med
in the wind from tile supernova progenitor's red supergiant phase. The echo models were
constructed by including the detailed emission and scattering of dust grains, and a spectrum

of 8rain sizes were considered. The comparison of the predictio_s of the 1R echo models
with tire available IR observations led to tile conclusion that an IR echo has probably not
been observed as of late 1987 and it was possible to set limits on tile amount of circmustellar
dust. The methods which were developed to study the ell'eels of ch'cumstellar dust around
$N 1987A should applicable to observations of other supernovae.

Emmering and Chevalier also investigated tire intrinsic luminosity and initial period of
pulsars by using Monte Carlo techniques to generate a Galactic sample of pulsars havll|g par-
ticular distributions of iuitial periods, magnetic dipole moments, and positions. 1_._,'choosing
a relationship between tire radio luminosity, the period, and the period derivative, it was
determined which pulsars of the generated sample could be detected in one of tlte major pul-
sar surveys. The properties of tire detectable pulsars were compared with the properties of
the observed pulsars, and tile initial distributions and luminosity relation of the model were
adjusted until a satisfactory agreement wins obtained. A crucial point is that the observed
relation between luminosity and period is affected by selection affects and does not apply to
the actual pulsar population. It was found that tlre best fits were obtained with models in
which the pulsars are injected with relatively long periods, about 0.5 sec.

Observations of the supernova 1987A show the presence of asymnletry in tim expanding
envelope, llawley and G. LitMahl (graduate student) i_jvestigated sup<.'rn<)va nu)(l<'ls that
have asymmetric initial density distributions or asymmetric explosions th,'ough simulations
of nonspherical explosions and point explosions in rotationally Itattened enw'lopes.

J. llouck (agraduate stude||t on the grant) and Chevalier continued work on the hydrody-
namics of optically thick, spherical[y symmetric neutron star accretion in supernovae. They
obtained detailed solutions for tire steady state accretion tlow including Newtonian gravity,
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a detailed neutrino cooling function and pressure contributions from radiation, electron-
positron pairs and baryons. Radiation pressure dominates in most of the post shock region,

although pairs become important once tile temperature rises above T _ 5 × 109 K. The post
shock flow is nearly adiabatic except for a thin zone near the neutron star surface where
neutrino cooling is important. They also carried out a linear stability analysis of the ac-

cretion flow. Unfortunately, diflqculties in solving the resulting system of still dilferential
equations severely limited tile range of accretion rates for which solutions could be obtahmd.
The solutions that were obtained show that tile Ilow is stable for accretion rates typh:al of

very early thnes (l_I _ 106Mo/yr) and that the flow becomes less stable ms tile accretion

rate decreases. IIydrodynamic modeling was inconclusive due to numerical difficulties.

M. Wise (a graduate student on the grant) and Sar_in calcuhded the eff,'ct of cha,'ge
transfer reactions on the X-ray line emission of supernova remnants. Recent laboratory
plasma physics experiments [lave shown that charge transfer rates between neutral hydrogen

and very highly charged ions are extremely rapid. The charge transfer reactions II + X z+

II + + X (z-i)+ occur p,'imarily to levels with n _ Z/2, for which the reactions are nearly

resonant. These reactions are important in fusion devices, because tile gas may be cool
enough near the walls to allow a significant amount of neutral hydroge,. In addition, many
fusion devices utilize heating by neutral beams, which results in neutrals being injected
directly into the hot plasma, lu calculating the X-ray emission fi'om svpernova remnants, it
is conventional to include only ionization, recombination, and excitation processes associated
with collisions between ions and electrons. If a small proportion of the hydrogen behi,d the
shock remains neutral, then charge transfer reactions might affect the ionization state and
X-ray line emission of the gas. TILe presence of neutral hydrogen in the shock requires that
the hydrogen entering the shock not be fully ionized. For shocks associated with Type II
supernovae or O-star stellar winds, it is likely that the surrounding gas is photo-io,fized
by tile present or pre-supernova early-type stars, llowever, for Type I supernova or Type
II supernova in dense regions, tile surrounding gas may well be neutral. Evidence that
this is indeed the case comes directly from tile observation of broad and narrow llalnler
line filaments in a number of supernova remnants, which are produced by charge transfer
between rapidly moving protons behind the shock and net, tral hydrogen atoms entering the
shock. Wise and Sarazin find that charge exchange can alfect the X-ray spectra of supernova
remnants under some circumstances, but that the effects are not generally very significant.

Interstellar Medium

Balbus and Borkowskl concluded a study of the time-dclwndent non-equilibrium ion-
ization structure and evolt, tion of radiative magnetized plane-parallel theruLal conduction
fronts in the interstellar medium. The planar cloud geometry is both more simple and prob-
ably more realistic than the commonly used isolated sphere idealization. Since planar f, onts
present less evaporatiug su,'face area per unit ma.ss of cool gas co,LIpared than do sph,,'ical
clouds, the predicted densities of such intermediate temperature diagnostic ion species as O

VI are below other models, and in better agreement with observations, l:'urthermore, the time
dependence of these fronts is characterized by a rather lengthy period in which important iou
column densities (e.9. , N V, O VI) evolve very slowly, althot,gh this depen,ls sonwwhat on
the magnetic field structure. These fronts are a significaut source of UV emission in galactic
haloes.

Balbus and B. Dalton (graduate student on the grant) have develol_ed an analylic model
for tl,e evaporation of a cohi cloud in a hot gas in which the thermal condt,ctivily varies
smoothly fronl a classical dill't,sive form to a non,lissipative, Ilux-linlitcd fotln. This uu,dvl
will be of considerable iuterest because the mathematical form of tile t[ux-liLniler used is



quite standard in numerical work, but to date no benchmark analytic problem has been
available for code testing.

Balbus and Ilawley have found that astrophysical accretion disks are generally unstable

to axisymmetric disturbances ill tile presence of a weak _subthermal) magnetic fiehls. Tl,e
identification of this instability may solve the long standing puzzle over the nature of Ihe
physical origin of the turbulent viscosity invoked a.q a transport mechanism in disks, as well as
offer a remarkably simple way to elliciently amplify magnetic fields in rotationally supported

systems.

Borkowski, Balbus, and C. Fristrom (post-dec on tile grant) studied the evolution of
plane-parallel magnetized thermal conduction fronts in the interstellar medium (ISM). Sep-

arating the coronal (_ 106 I() ISM phase and interstellar clouds, these fronts have been

thought to be the site of the intermediate-temperature re_ions whose presence was inferred
from O VI absorption llne studies. I'he authors followed the front evolution numerically,
starting from the initial discontinuous tetnperature distribution between the hot and cohl
medium, and ending in the final cooling stage of the hot medium, luitially, ehrctron thermal
conduction transports energy from the hot to the cold medium, evaporating and heatillg

the cold gas to temperatures slightly over half of the initial hot medium temperature. The
front broadens continuously until radiative losses balance conductive heating ill the evapo-
rated gas. Subsequeutly, the evaporated gas cools down and a condeusing front i)ropagatcs

into the hot medium. For the typical ISM pressure of 4 × l0 s K cm -a and the hot medium

temperature of 106 K, the transition from evaporation to condensation in a non,nagnetized
front occurs when the front thickness is 15 pc. This thickness is by a factor of 5 smaller than
previously estimated. The O VI column densities in both evaporative and condensation

stages agree with observations if the initial hot medium temperature 7'h exceeds 7.5 × It)'_ !(.

Condensing conduction fronts give better agreement with observed O VI line proliles be-
cause of lower gas temperatures. Collisionally excited C and O lines in both evaporative and

condensing fronts, as well _ tie II 301 :_ line in the evaporative front, could dominate the
diffuse UV and EUV line emission. A fraction of tile observed soft X-ray I)ackground may

also be produced in a conduction it,terrace. An ordered magnetic field reduces conductive
energy transl)o,'t, but the reduction is substantial only for large inclinations of magnc'tic lichl
lines in the hot gas to tl,e f,ont normal.

Borkowskl, Sarazin, and Soker considered the interaction of a moving Id0netary nelmla

(PN) with tile interstellar inedium. The PN shell is compressed first in the direction of the
stellar motion. This produces a dipole asymmetry in tile surface brigl,tness of the nebt, la,

typically at a nebular density of .-_ 40 cm -a if the nebula is located in the galactic plane. II,
the later stages of the interaction, this part of the shell is significantly decelerated with respect
to the central star, and the PN becomes strongly asymmetric in shape. This _listortion and
the subsequent stripping of the nebular gas away froln tile central star typically occurs at a

low nebular density of _ 6 cm -a. I]orkowski, Sarazin, and Sokrr examined tl,e morphology

of PNs with central stars whose proper motions exceed 0.015 arcsec yr -1, aud found that

many of the extended nebulae are interacting with tile interstellar medium (ISIkl). Their
sample doubles the number of known PNs interacting witl, the ISlkI. They also examined
the morphology of nearby PNs, and found a number of strongly asymnlelric nebulae. The
expectation is that the central stars in these PNs should have large proper motions, and the
authors predicted the directions from the observed _,ymmetries. They suggested the use of

interacting PNs to determine the filling factor of tile warm l|eutra] and ionized (:Olnl)onents
of the ISM.

Bregman and llouck completed their investigation of tile behavior of low telnl)e,'ature



galactic fountains. Observationsshow that neutral gas is present in tile halo of the galaxy

with a characteristic height of 1 kpc, Nil _ 1019-1020 cm -2, and -100 km/s < v < 100 km/s.
To examine whether these observations can be reproduced by the galactic fountain model,
analytic as well as one and two dlmensional hydrodynamic calculations were performed. The
temperature and density at tile base of the halo are the important free parai_leters. Fluid
flow in the halo was calculated in a Cartesian frame with a constant gravitational force and

optically tl,in radiative losses. When the cooling time tcool is less thau the sound crossing
time t, in the halo gas, a transonic fountain occurs in which cool clouds are produced in the
upward flow. If ts < t,oot < 10G, a steady subsonic fountain occurs, also witl, a well-dell,wd
cloud formation layer. In these cases, the density at the base of the flow deter,nines the
velocity and mass flux, while the choice of temperatures determines the height of the clol,d
formation layer. For halo pressures appropriate for the solar circle, transonic flow occurs for
T < 3 x l0 s K and n < 1.5 x 10 -3 cm -a. When tcoot > 10/, (which occurs when T > 10 G K

and n < 5 x 10 -4 era-a), convective or Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities disrupt the steady flow,
broadening and complicating tile region of cloud formation. The model that best reproduces
the observatious is near the transonic regiine and has a temperature and density at the base
of tile fountain of T = 3 × 105 !( and n = 1 × 10 -acm -a. The cooling ti,ne for the hot gas is

tcoot = 3.3 × 10 v yr aim the time for newly formed clouds to return to tlle disk is ,1.7 × 10r yr,

neglecting drag forces. If extended uniformly over the galaxy using a radius of 10 kpc, the
mass flux rate onto one side of tile disk is 0.2 M®/yr and tile energy radiated is 2.9 × i(} 39

ergs/s, mostly in the extreme ultraviolet region.

P. Plait (a graduate student ou the grant) and Soker studied the density and mass prolile
of tile planetary nebula NGC 6826. They discussed the possible formation of the dense shell
at tile edge of the nebula as a result of interaction with the 1SM. 'i'he for,nation of the

spherical outer halo together with an elliptical inner region can be e×plained by a low mass
companion to the progenitor of NGC 6826 that was evaporated or collided with the central
star.

Sarazin and C. Graney (a graduate student on the grant) have calculated the emission

from gas at temperatures of 7' --, 106 K due to oplical coronal lines that result f, om flue
structure transitions within the ground states of highly ionized ,_toms. These lines include the

[Fe X] A6374 line, the [F'e XIV] ._5303 line, aud many olher lines from stages of ionizati(m
of S, Ca, Fe, and Ni. The calculations are valid in the limit of very low density, and
apply to the diffuse gas found in supernova remnants, the interstellar medinm in galaxies,
and intergalactic gas. The calculations are done for two physical situations. First, the
optical coronal line emission is calculated for a gas in ionization equilibriuJn for teml)eratures
between 105 and 107 I(. The results were given ms a function of tlle densit.y and of Ihe pressure

of tile gas. Second, the emission of a g,x_ cooling under its own radiation is calc,late(I. The
emission is calculated for gas cooling at either constant pressure (isol,arically) or conslant
density (isochorically). The elfects of nonequilibrium ionization are inclmh,d, bt,t Graney
and Sarazin find these to be insignificant. They also find that the amount of ol)ti('al coronal

emission produced by a given amount of coolin_g gas is largely unaffected by changes in
eleinent abundances (providing the proportions o/heavy elements remain the same).

Soker studied tile formation mechanisms for the two optical brigllt knots in planetary

nebulae, which are called "ansae'. Soker used a two-dlmensional hydro_lynamic code to

study the shaping of young asymt_elrical planelary nebulae, lie su_;geste<l that the shape
of a young asyullnetrical planetar 3 nebulae may be influenced by a cruse Ifinary-star systctn
located at its center. This binary system is a relic of the common enw:lol)e phase, l)resumal_ly

through which the asymmetrical planetary nebula ew)lved, lie assumed lhat for a sl,ort
period of time, sho,tly after the cease of the slow wind and long before tlle fast wiml becomes



effective, tile binary system ejectsa small amount of mass,mainly in tile equatorial plane.
tie found that at late times tile high density region hasa "horseshoe"shape,as viewed in
the symmetry plane. There is an instability in the maximum density region.

In order to provide a theoretical framework for observationsof interacting PNs, Soker,
Borkowski, and Sarazincalculatedhydrodynamical modelsof PNs interactiJ_g with the ISM.
In most cases, their results are in fair agreement with those obtained with the help of a thin-
shell approximation, and agree with observational data. This simple picture breaks down for
a high-velocity PNe in a low density environment, where the shocked ISM cools down slowly.
In such a ease, a Rayleigh-Taylor instability develops, leading to the shell fragmentation.

Soker, Borkowski, and Sarazin discuss in this context a recently dlseoved I'N in tile globular
cluster M 22, which is being stripped away from the cluster by the ram pressure of the ISM.
Similar considerations are of importance in elliptical galaxies where PNs are stripped away
from their central stars by the hot 1SM, whose presence is inferred from X-ray observations.

Soker and M. Livio (Technion, llaifa) used two dimensional hydrodynamics to investigate
the problem of shaping of planetary nebulae by the interacting winds nlodel. They obtaitmd
the shock structure and demonstrated that interacting winds are capable of pro(lttcing mor-

phologies similar to the ones observed in planetary nebula, provided that a density contrast
exists between Ore equatorial a_ld polar directions. They discussed meehatlisms that c,'m
produce the required density contrast and showed that binary central stars provide tl_e most
natural mechanism, especially via common envelope evolution. It is not yet entirely clear

whether stellar rotation is sultqcient to generate the required contrast in the cases of single
central stars. They finally pointed out that interacting winds may l)lay an important role in
SNI987A.

tlot Gas in Elliptical Galazics

Bregman and J. Boisseau (an uildergra(luate astrophysics major at Virginia) investigated
a particle acceleration model with application to the AC, N environment. 'l'h( T eonsld('r('d
a time dependent mo(lel in which i)lasma enters a shock region and und('rgoes first or(h:r
Ferini acceleration. The time evolution of the partich.' distribution and tl,' associated syn-
chrotron emission has been calculatc.d for an energy depen(lent diffusion coe[licient. \Vhell
the emitting region is not spatially resolved, the spectrum is a power-law with an eXl)Onou-
tial turnover in frequency. With itwre,'tslng time, the power-law and the turnov('r _xt(,l_(1 to
higher frequencies. To test the mod(,l, observations at three or more frequ(.uci(_s sllouhl be
made of time-resolved flux increases from the optically thin nonthermal emissiou region in

variable active galactic nuclei. Existing data that can be used to test the model are scarce
but offer qualitative support.

Bregman and M. Roberts (NRAO) studied the 1II properties of cooling llow elliptical
galaxies. The Arecibo 305 m radio telescope was used to make 21 cm measurements of N(_(J

4406, an ellipticalgalaxy containing 101°_11o of hot diffuse gas. The 11I decreases by a factor
of 3 one beam width fi'om the center (3.5 arcmin, or 20.,1 kpc for d = 20 ]_lpc) and by an
order of magnitude two beam widths from the center. Excess III emission is seeu in the
X-ray tail, but not in dust-rich regions. The llI measurements do not support the suggestion
that the X-ray tail is hot gas being slripped from the galaxy. The velocities of the peaks
of the emission dil[er by less than 20 km/s for observations separated I)y mole than '10 kl)C,
indicating that the III has litt[e rotation. Infal[ is also inconsistent with the lin_' I J,,[i[c.% and
we argue that random motion of III clouds is the probable origin of the III protile shapes.
The properties of the III gas agree with expectations of the cooling llow model in which ('old
gas is produced in situ ,as the hot gas radiatively cools.



Sarazlnand G. Ashe (an undergraduateastronomymajor supportedduring a sununeron
the NASA grant) calculated steady-state cooling flow models for the hot gas ill normal ellip-
tical galaxies, including the loss of X-ray emitting gas through inhomogeneous cooling. Since
this cool gas may eventually form hlto stars, they refer to this process as "star formation".
They find that the star-forming cooling flow models have smaller sonic radii, snlaller inflow
rates in their central regions, lower densities, and higher temperatures than holnogeneous
non-star-forming models. The star-formlng models have higher velocities in the outer re-
gions and lower velocities in the inner regions. Most of these dilferences are pronounced o,ly
in the central regions of the galaxy. The star-forming models also have lower X-ray lumi-
nosities (by a factor of at most 2.6), and this brings their luminosities into better ag,eenlent
with the average observed X-ray luminosities of elliptical galaxies, llowever, there is large
dispersion in the observed X-ray luminosities of ellipticals, and this cannot be explained by
variations in the e[Iiciency of star formation. The star-forming models have X-ray surface

brightness profiles which are much less centrally peaked than the non-star- forming models,
and models with very efficient star formation are in reasonable agreement with the observed
surface brightness profiles of ellipticals, rI'he integrated X-ray spectra of star--forming aud
non-star-forming models are rather similar. On the other hand, the X-ray spectra of the
outer regions of the star-forming models have much slronger soft X-ray line emission, and
this could be used to test between these two classes of models.

Sarazin and Ray White (University of Alabama) have studie,l the with, di.qpersion in
the X-ray luminosities of elliptical galaxies of a given optical luminosity. It is known that
the X-ray luminosities of elliptical galaxies are strongly correlated with tlmir optical lumi-
nosity, but there is a considerable scatter in this re]atlonship. They have searched for a
correlation between the X-ray luminosiiy and many intrinsic properties of elliptical galaxies,

and they have found no strong correlations. Instead, they find that time X-ray luminosities
correlate strongly with environment. The less luminous X-ray elliptieals are found in dense
environments; that is, for a given optical luminosily, time X-ray luminosity of an elliptical
anticorrelates with the presence of many neighboring galaxies. Wiihin the Virgo cluster,
they also find that the X-ray luminosity increase with distance from the. cluster center. This

suggests that the amount of hot gas in elliptical galaxies is com,irolled, at least in part, by
the stripi)ing of gas due to ram pressure ablation or colllslonal st,'iplfing.

tlot Gas and Galaz!l Formation

Chevalier and E. Lufkin (a graduaie student on the g,'anl) examined Ihe sl_hc,'ical collapse
of a gas cloud initially in hydrostatic equilibrium using self-similar solutions. They assumed
an initial power law density distribution and that some energy loss of cooling initiates the
collapse. The contimmd collapse can occur on a hydrodynamic timescale (I,ydro-regulated)
or be regulated by the cooling process (cooling-regulated). The hydrodynamic tlmescale is
roughly equal to the free-fall time. Collapses under self-gravlty are generally hydro-regulated,
while collapses in an external gravitational field are generally cooling-regulated. The collapse
of gas clouds to form galaxies couhl occur on a hydrodynamic timescale only if tile gas
dominated the gravitational field and the inflow formed a central dominant mass. The
likelihood of a collisionless component and the observathm of extended mass distributions in

galaxies implies that the collapse of a hot protogalactlc cloud is cooling-regulated. C,hevalier
and Lufkin examined how our Galaxy might form from an initially smooth, hot cloud and
showed that some nonlinear substructure must initially be present.

S. blurray (a post-doc on the grant) and I). Lin (U.C. Santa Cruz) have e.xan_ined the
diffusion of metals within protoglobt,lar clusters l'he observed homogeneity in [l:'c/ll I among
the stars within a typical globular cluster implies that the clusler stars were forme(l in well



mixed protoglobular cluster clouds over a timescaleshort comparedwith that required for
gas to recycleand self-enrlch. Previouswork has indicated that the protoclusterscall form
from primordial gason a timescalecomparableto the crossingtime of the clusters in the
galaxy and undergostar formation through fragmentationon a timescalecomparableto both
the internal dynamical timescaleof the clustersand the stellar evolution timescaleof upt)cr
main sequencestars. ]n their current this work, they examinevarious transport processes
which may haveaffectedthechemicalhomogeneityin the protoclusterclouds. They find that
the characteristicdiffusion timcscaleassociatedwith collisionsbetweengrainsand gasatoms
is considerably longer than that on which star formation is expectedto occur. Collisions
between large grains aad gas atoms lead to masssegregationand mctallicity gradientson
a timescale comparable to the crossing time of the clusters in the Galaxy. One posslbic
mechanism for inducing and maintaining chemical homogeneity is turbulent diffusion in
the clouds. The mixing timescalerequired in this caseis comparableto several internal
dynamical timescales,longer than the evolutionary timescalcof the most massivestars, and
shorter than the Galactic orbital timescaleof the clouds. Thus, metals in presentlyobserved
stars probably did not originate from upper main sequencestarsof a coevalgeneration.

Hot Gas in Clusters of Galaxies

Balbus studied the elfects of a magnetic fiehl on the dev(:lol)ment of lim:ar th('rnlal
instability in a hot plasma, lie found that local condensational growth is possible for a
class of short wavelength modes due to magnetic confinement of higher pressure regions.
In regions of ordered magnetic fields within clusters, this elfect may be of (destabilizing)
importance if thermal conduction can be suppressed.

Balbus, Ilawley and Eric Lufkin (graduate student) colJtinued their work on the forma-
tion and evolution of finite-amplitude and finite-wavelength disturbances in cluster cooling
flows perturbed by a single galaxy orbiting along the symmclry axis. They have performed
two-dimensional time-dependent axisymmetric mmmrical simulations and fouud that for den-

sity and temperature profiles typical of a large cluster cooling flow, the perturbing galaxy
excites nonlinear gravity modes which result in local density enhancements of order unity
and fluid velocities iq excess of 500 km s -l.

Balbus and Murray (postdoc on the grant, now at Cambridge / completed a study of
time dependent cluster cooling flows usillg a characteristic based scheme. They found that
evolutionary effects may be important, because the effects tend to reproduce a linear mass
accretion profile unrelated to any in situ cooling or deposition process.

Balbus and Soker have concluded a study of linear thermal instability in optically thin
dynamical and static plasmas. Several new and fundamental results have been found. For
example, they have shown that systems in both hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium are
in general thermally stable if convectively stable, and vice-versa. This basic and impol ta.t
result went undiscovered for some 23 years since the original paper on thermal iltstalfility.
Balbus and Soker have also examined dynamical llows in some detail. This work has been

applied to the flow of hot x-ray emitting gas observed in the volume between Ihe galaxies in
richly populated clusters. It has been shown that these Ilows are considerably more stable
than commonly thought. This has caused investigators to rcconslder current theories of

evolution of these hot plasma.

Balbus and Soker concluded a study of the resonant inlera<'tiou between the olbital
merle, of a galaxy in a cluster of galaxies and the buoyard oscillations of the hot X-ray

emitting gas bound to the cluster. Such interactions excite internal gravity waves in the
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gas. (Internal gravity wavesare well-known in oceanographic and atmospheric studies.)
These waves represent the fundamental dynamical response of the gas to external forces
with characteristic time scales of order galactic orbital periods. The presence of these waves

has many consequences. The energy carried by these waves call be a significant source of
drag for an orbiting galaxy. Angular momentu,n transport by tile waves couples galactic
orbital motion and tile dynamics of tile hot gas. Gravity waves propagate toward tile central
regions of the gas, where they are likely to grow to nonlinear amplitudes, and are perhaps
associated with optical filamentary structure often observed near the center of clusters. The

group velocity associated with internal gravity wave propagation is an hnportant dispersive
mechanism that limits the ability of thermal instabilities to grow in a hot, cooling plasma.

P. Becker (a post-doe on tile grant) and Balbus have investigated relativistic particle
transport in spherical background flows with momentum and spatially dependent diffusion
coellicients. They have obtained results that describe the diffusion and frst-order Fermi
acceleration of relativistic particles in a gas of scatterers experiencing either inflow or out/low.
Four qualitatively different regimes of behavior have been identifed, dependi,lg on tl,e sign of
tile velocity of the background plasma and the competition between advectiou and dil[usiou
at large and small radii. Solutions have been obtained for the Green's function correspo,ulitlg
to monoenergetic particle injection at a thin shell. Particles propagating away from this
shell always gain energy if the scattering centers are inllowlng; otherwise they lose e,mrgy.
Results have been used to calculate the synchrotron spectra produced by relalivistic electrons

accelerated in cooling flows in clusters of galaxies. Particle acceleration in conve,'ging cooliu_
flows may provide a natural explanation for the extended (_ 100 kpc) radio halos obserwm

around the central galaxy in a number of cooling-llow clusters, most ,ratably Perseus. The
results of the transport theory can also be applied to the broadening and redshifting of llne

profiles in supernova winds and to the production of asymmetric line profiles in quasars.

Bregman and L. David (former NASA theory post-doe now at Ilarvard/C.l?A) applied
numerical hydrodynamics to investigate the effects of heat conductio,1 and magnetic lic'hls
on the growth of thermal instabilities in cooling flows. For magnetic field st,engths of about

1 #G (similar to that in iutracluster gas), magnetic pressure forces can COml)h'lely suppress
shocks fro,n forming in thermally uustal)le entropy perturlmtions with initial I_'ngth scales
as large as 20 kpc, even for initial amplitudes ,as great as 60%. The SUpl_ression of slu_ck
formation in cooling condeusations significantly reduces the predicted luminosity of optical
and ultraviolet emission lines produced ,as thermally unstable gas cools and dccoul_les from

a cooling flow. They find that perturbations with initial amplitudes of 50_ and initial

magnetic feld strengths of 1 /_G cool to 104 K on a time scale which is only 22% of tl,e

initial instantaneous cooling time. Nonlinear perturbations can co,ldense out of cooliu/_
flows on a time scale substantially less than the time required for linear pertutbations anti

roduce significant mass deposition of cohl gas while the accreting intracluster gas is still at
rge radii. Our models with heat conduction indicate tl,at in order for entropy perturbations

to condense out of cooling flows, the magnetic fiehls must be sulllciently tauglvd to reduce

the Spitzer conductivity by a factor of approximately 100. Observational consequences have
been considered of condensations in cooling flows. It is found that Faraday rotation can
be generated by cold, dense, high magnetic pressure clouds lying along the line of sight to
cluster radio sources.

Bregman and David also examined wh('ther viable models couhl be found for cluster
cooling flows that avoided the prediction of the standard model that gas was cooling at
enormous rates. The two most important observations that a model must reproduce is tl_e
observed temperature gradient and the lack of young stars tha! wouhl be prodl,ced if cooh.d

gas normally formed stars. In the first, model considered, drag heating by galaxies reheats the
cluster gas and also suppresses thermal instabilities in certain lemperatute regimes. Nuiner-
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ical hydrodynamic simulations show that it is possible to produce tile observe(] temperature
gradient while significantly reducing the cooling rate for the gas, but only for a narrow range
of the galaxy heating parameter. Ill another model, tile gas cools and begins to form stars,
which lead to supernovae that reheat tile cooled g_ to tile ambient cluster temperature. This
model is viable if only hlgh-mass stars are formcd and if the supernovae are subluzninous.

Bregman, B. McNamara (a graduate student), and O'Connell investigated the infrar(,d
properties of cooling flow systems and tile behavior of dust in a hot environnwnt. IlIAS strip-
scans were used to study tile infrarcd emission properties of 27 dominant galaxies that lle in

the center of clusters rich in hot gas. In this sample, 30% of the objects were detected at 12/25
microns while 46% were detected at 60/100 microns. The ratio of the infrared to optical Ilux
densities is an order of magnitude grea_er than for e]lil)tical all(l SO galaxies. The l)rcseuce
of infrared emission is not obviously correlated with the rcdshift z, the optical magnitude

rnv, the absolute magnitude Mv, the presence of youn_g stellar populations, cmission line

gas, tile X-ray lunfinosity, or the cooling rate of hot gas M. The hlfrared lunfi)losities, which

are comparable to the X-ray and blue optical luminosities (1044 - l 045 ergs s- ! ), im ply (Iust

masses of (0.3 - 3) x 10t(7du.,t/30 l() -s'9 Me, and gas to dust ratios < 100(}(7"d,,.,t/30 I() -5'9.

The dust grains are probably heated by collls_ons with electrons in tile X-ray emitting gas,
a process that also causes grain destruction. A possible supply of dust is stellar mass loss,
although this may not be entirely adequate to balance tlw inferred dcstructlon rate.

McNamara and O'Conrlell COlupleted their study of the spectra of cD galaxies in cooling

flows. They present ),._3400-5100 spectrop[iot!)metry of the nuclei of 13 galaxies in cluster

cooling flows with estimated cooling rates of 3I -,_ 5-350 Me/yr. They find specl.ral anoma-
lies, with respect to a control sample, in 8 of tile 13 objects in the form of strong [O 11]

emission and/or excess flux in the 3500-4000 t_ continuum. The anomalies t(,ll(l to be as-
sociated with larger predicted coolii_g Ilow effects, though the r¢,latio)lsllip is llot w-ry tight.
The continuum anomalies are apparently due to the presence of massive Ol:l slars that have
formed from the cooling flows, rather than nonthermal radiation or metalli(:ity effects. I,l
no case, however, is the excess consistent with a 100% etl]cient col)versio)) to stars with a
normal IMF.

McNamara, Bregman, and O'Conuell search(.'d fi)r II I in l.l cluster coolillg Ilous with
the Arecibo and the Green Bank 300 ft. radio telescopes. They detected IIl ill absorl)tion
against tile radio colltinuum sources near the ceIltrally-dominaut galaxies iu the clusters
2A0335+096 and MKW3s. The I] I absorption features are redshlfted with respect to tile
central galaxies, indicating that the II 1 is probably falling toward the central galaxies, l[ l
was not detected in emission. Upper limits to tile II l-to-dust ratio in h)ur obj('cts are found
to be consistent with the Galactic mean gas-to-dust ratio. These 11 l detectioHs, and one for

NGC 1275 reported by other groups, are tile most direct evidence to date that the gas in
cooling flows reaches tile central galaxy.

McNamara and O'Connell coml)leted two analyses of tile properties of galaxies in the
center of massive cooling flows iu clusters of galaxies. X-ray observations imply that mass

drop-out from the flows occurs at the rate of several ],undr(,d solar masses per year ill
these galaxies. The only t_lausible sitlk for this iz)llow is star formatioz_. There is stl(mg
corroborative optical evidence for tile existence of the cooling tlows, but ill no case does the
amount of observed star formation correspond to more than about 30% of the predicted

rate if the initial mass function is normal. The oIlly viable repository for the inllowing mass
therefore appears to be in the form of very low mmgs stars or snlall('r olJjects--i.e. "l)rown
dwarfs" or "jupiters". O'Collnei[ and /klcNamara examined in some detail the t)rospects for
direct detection of such objects and concluded that tile)' are not good with current optical
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or infrared instrumentation.

Sarazinhasshownthat X-ray absorptionlinesmaybedetectablefrom clustersof galaxies,
if there isa backgroundquasarprojectedbehind tile cluster. The detectionof sucha resonant
absorption line and of tile emissionfrom tile cluster in tile sameline wouldallow tile distance
to the cluster to be determined, independentof the standard extragalactic distancescale.
The basicsidea is simple; the absorption from the gas is independentof distanceas long
as the cluster is in front of the quasar. The flux of X-ray llne emissiondependsinversely
on the square of the distance, so a comparisonof the absorption and emissiongives an
estimate of the distance. This techniqueis very similar to the distancedetermination based
on the Zeldovich-Sunyaev microwave diminution. Saraziu found that the required X-ray
observations should be possible with AXAF, but that it will be dlflicult to attain the level
of accuracy required to provide a definitive determination of the llubble constant.

Sarazin and Graney have calculated the predicted luminosity and the surface brightness
profiles of the optical coronal emission lines for models of cooling flows in galaxy ch_stel's and
in individual elliptical galaxies. The surface brightness prolil('s of the liJws dir(.ctly in(li('ate
where gas is cooling below X-ray emitting temperatures. In homogeneous cooling llow models
in which all of the gas flows into the central regions, the coronal lines are very centrally
concentrated. For inhomogeneous models in which ga._ cools out of the [low at large radii,
the surface brightness profiles of the coronal lines are more extended, and the central surface

brightness is much lower. Existing observations apparently rule out homogeneous cooliug
flow models for several clusters if the cooling rates inferred from X-ray ooservations are
correct. If gas is indeed cooling at these rates, it should be possible to detect optical coronal
emission lines in many cooling flow clusters. If the lines are not detected, it would establish

unambiguously that _gas is not cooling at. the rates inferred from !he X-ray ()bservatioHs. If
the lines are detected, their spatial distribution will show directl) where the coolillg gas is
being deposited.

Sarazin and R. White (Univ. of Alabama) have compared tile X-ray images of M87-

Virgo and NGC1275/Perseus clusters to models for cluster cooliug llows which include star-
formation. X-ray observations indicate that M87/Virgo and N(_]C1275/l)erseus have cooling

flows which are associated with accretion rates of--, 20- 30 and ,_ 300- 500/ii_oyr -1,
respectively. By deconvolving X-ray surface brightlless profil(.s of these Co()lillg Ilow _'lust('rs,
a number of authors have found the accretion rates to decrease inwards, suggesting that
the bulk of the mass flux is dropping out (presumably to form stars), llowever, cooling
flow models which assume the mass flux is constant with radius (so there is no star for-

mation) have never been calculated self-consistently for these objects. Saraziu and White
determined whether star formation is necessarily occurring in these cooling flows I)y calcu-
lating constant-mass-flux models for all rea._onabie paranmler space. Th('y assumed that
the inflow was steady-state, and that collisioual heati_lg and thermal cou(luction were in-
significant. They found no constant-m_ss-flux models which were consist(rnt with all of the

relevant observations, so concludc(l that mass is iu(h,ed (lroi)l)ing out of these cooling IIows.
They then considered a variety of star-forming me(lois in which the X-ray cmissioll (lue to
cooling condensates is taken into account. For _I87/Virgo they could fl,ld models in which
the mass flux vanishes by the center. In NGC1275/l'erseus, lhey lill(t that the mass [lux
diminishes by g 40% by the time the flow reaches ,,, 20 kl)C (the el[ective i11ner limit of the

X-ray surface brightness data). The remaining mass flux within 20 lq)c was ,-_ 300M® yr -I,
which is unacceptably high for the flow temperatures we derive.

Sarazin and \Vise have calculated tile eff¢'cts of electron sc_lteril_g on cluster co¢)[illg
flows. Clust('r cooling [lows have eleetroT_ seattelillg ot)tical (l('l)ths whi('har_"('slilH_lt_'d to

be about 10 -z. Many of the cluster domina!lt galaxies cenler(_(I in ctustcr coolil_g Ilows have
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active nuclei, and about 1% of tlle luminosity from the active nuclei should appear as diffuse,
scattered radiation. Due to significant amounts of diffuse emission in other wavebauds, this
scattered radiation is most likely to be observable at radio wavelengths. 1)istingulshlng
between scattered radiation and other sources of diffuse emission poses a serious problem.
However, the scattered emission should have tile same spectral index as the central source,
should be axisymmetrlc, and has a surface brightness distribution which cau be predicted
from the observed X-ray surface brightness. They show that detection of this scattered
radiation can provide a measure of the distance to tile cluster that is indepeudt;nt of tile
ttubble constant. Observations of the scattered surface brightness profile can also be used to

test for clumpiness in tlle gas, for variations in the central radio source on time scales <.%105

years, and for the degree of beaming of radiation from tlle central source.

Sarazin and Wise also studied the relationship between BL l,acertae (IlL l,ac) objects

and Fanaroff-R.iley type I (FR. I) radio galaxies. They showed that the strong beams of
radiation present in IlL Lac's and FR. l's will be scattered and made visible by cooling Ilow

gas.

Soker, Bregman, and Sarazin have shown that the nonlinear perturbatio,ls which lead
to thermal instabilities in cooling flows might start as blobs of interstellar gas which are
stripped out of cluster galaxies. Assuming that most of the gas produced by stellar mass
loss in cluster galaxies is stripped from the galaxies, tile total rate of such stripping is

roughly !_IISM '_ I00 M O yr -l, which is similar to the rates of cooling in cluster cooling
flows. It is possible that a substantial portion of the cooling gas originates as blobs of

interstellar gas stripped from galaxies. The maguetic fiehls within and outside of the low
entropy perturbations may help to maintain their identities, by suppressing both thermal
conduction and Kelvin-Ilelmholtz instabilities, lnhomogeneitics in the intracluster medium
caused by ttle stripping of interstellar ga.s from galaxies can have a number of other effects
on clusters. These density fluctuations may disrupt the propagation of radio jets through
tile intracluster gas, which may be one mechanism for producing Wide-A_gle-Tail radio
galaxies.

Soker and Sarazin have studied the effects which [ntraclusler magnCrtic 1i¢'1¢1can I,_w" o,_
cooling tlows in clusters. Even a very weak magnc'tic field, if it is taugled on small scales,
can effectively inhibit transport processes in the gas, such ms thermal conductiou, viscosity,
and the settling of heavy ions. Estimates and limits on the strength of the magnetic: li¢,l_ls iu
clusters suggest that the field is 7_ot dynamically important Ihere. llowever, when gas cools
and flows into the center of cooling Ilow clusters, the magnetic pressure is greatly illcreased
by tile compression and shear in the flow. They show that the magnetic field |nay become
very important in the inner regions of cluster cooling flows. The magnetic plessure becomes
comparable to the thermal press,zre wi_,}_hl a radius of typJcaJJ:), 1 -- 10 kpc. Within tJ_is

region, reconnection of tile ma_uetic field becomes elticient and magnetic energy is released
at a rate of 1041 - 1043 erg s -_. Such models predict large values for the Faraday rotation
of central radio sources in clusters.
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